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1.0 Introduction 
 
 With the new Wildly Authentic brand, a refreshed Economic Development Action Plan for 2020-2024, 

and significant changes to the tourism landscape since 2011 when the first Tourism Master Plan was 

approved, it is time for a new Tourism Development Plan to be drafted to set the course for future 

growth in tourism.  

Throughout 2019, staff have been analyzing various sources of data and trends, reviewing existing 

tourism plans and assessing community consultation summaries to build the new Tourism Development 

Plan that provides strategic direction for tourism development from 2020 to 2022. The plan consists of 

three sections, the first being an overview of the tourism industry trends, the second being a review of 

the community and industry stakeholder consultations from 2010 through to 2019, and the final section 

provides emerging priorities and goals for tourism development moving forward.  

Emerging themes and priorities for tourism development include:  

• There has been a shift in the demographics of our ideal visitor. Visitation demographics have 

changed throughout 2012 to 2016, where the average age of a visitor increased from 45 to 50 

years and the number of same-day visitors continuously grew. These trends indicate there are 

opportunities to increase overnight visitation and supports our new travel persona as an ideal 

visitor to attract in order to sustain positive growth in visitation numbers.  

• Spending by visitors can be increased. Historical data indicates an increase in same-day visitor 

spending from $60-$70 per day, while overnight visitor spending decreased from $147 to $137 

over five years. There is opportunity to increase the spending by both visitors by offering more 

options to extend their stay and the promotion of businesses over public experiences.  

• Hastings County is an outdoor destination. Research on historical visitation data, new tourism 

sentiment scoring and ongoing stakeholder insights reinforces the notion that Hastings offers a 

diverse outdoor experience and has great potential to expand its ability to become a premier 

outdoor destination. With the new brand, Wildly Authentic, Hastings can further establish its 

outdoor appeal through storytelling and the development of more outdoor experiences.  

• Our traveler persona, Connected Explorer Conrad, attracts a new market to the region, but the 

region will need to be prepared to meet visitor expectations. Targeting this traveler will require 

education and training for operators to ensure they can provide the services, products and 

experiences that the visitors expect to receive during their trip (i.e. online presence and digital 

assets, creation of content and storytelling, access to specific amenities such as free wifi).  

• The industry and communities need to be ready to adapt. Understanding the consumer 

behaviour in the Travel Planning Journey as well as the increase in acceptance of the sharing 

economies, means we need to anticipate where and how they are accessing information about 

our experiences. Being present digitally now becomes increasingly mandatory for both 

destinations and operators.  

• One of our greatest ongoing challenges to overcome is Visitor Services. Offering exceptional 

visitor services is important and will need to be addressed regionally as 9 out of 10 travelers 
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expect to be provided with relevant travel information from their travel provider. Both 

municipalities and operators will need to ensure that travel resources are available to visitors 

and that front-line staff are able to assist with trip planning when travelers are visiting their 

community.  

• Hastings’ municipalities offer a diverse tourism industry. Each municipality has varying priorities 

for their ideal visitor (same-day vs. overnight visitor), investment opportunities and the theme 

of their experiences. Identifying the priorities for each municipality will enhance the 

development of content regionally for marketing, as well as ensure targeted development of 

experiences and assets is taking place in the right communities. Secondary tourism assets in 

Hastings that can support outdoor experiences include the arts, agri-tourism, recreational 

geology, and wellness.  
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2.0 Tourism Industry Overview & Trends 

2.1 A Look at Tourism in Hastings County 
Visitation to Hastings County has shifted since the Economic Development office first started investing in 

tourism development in 2009.  Growth in visitation has fluctuated each year since 2012 when the 

Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sports began consistently measuring a range of visitation metrics for 

County Districts.  The most recent data provided by the Ministry reports up to 2016, providing a five-

year analysis of trends for the demographic and behaviours of Canadian visitors to Hastings County. 

From 2012 to 2016 overall visitation decreased from 2.58 million people to 2.16 million, however, the 

number of visitors to Hastings’ 14 municipalities vs. the separated cities, has increased from 906.5 

thousand people to 915.2 thousand, and visitors from other provinces increased as well from 24.8 

thousand people to 37.5 thousand.  The greatest number of visitors originate from Toronto and Durham 

regions, with a growing trend of visitors from Peterborough and Frontenac County. For seasonality, 

majority of visitors consistently come between July and September, and the least popular travel period 

is January to March. 

The demographics for visitors to Hastings has also shifted as the average age of visitors increased from 

45.3 to 50.4 as more visitors fit in the 45+ age ranges compared to 2012 and 2013 when visitation had a 

greater number between 18-44 years of age. However, the group size has remained consistent around 

two people per group and less than 15% of groups travel with children.  In addition, majority of visitors 

to the region have a household income of $75,000 to $100,000+.   

For overnight stays, over 2 million nights annually are taking place in Hastings County by visitors and the 

average number of nights is 2.5 nights.  A growing trend is the seen in the number of nights visitors are 

staying, where more are staying for two nights vs. one night, as well as staying for three to four nights 

rather than 6-9 nights. The type of accommodation that visitors are choosing is also shifting as more 

people are staying in commercial cottage/cabins compared to the once popular camping/RV facilities, 

hotel and motel options.  In addition, while the number of stays in private homes and cottages overall 

has decreased from 2012 to 2016, there is growing interest in visitors choosing to stay in private homes 

rather than private cottages.  

When it comes to visitor spending, there was a decrease in total spending since 2012 (relative to the 

decrease in overall visitation numbers) from $218.2 million to $206.3 million.  However, the amount of 

same-day visitor spending increased from $82.5 million to $93.4 million, where the average spend per 

person averaged at $96 and the average same-day person spend increased from $60 to $70. 

Unfortunately, overnight visitor spending consistently decreased over the years from $135.7 million to 

$112.8 million in total spending.  The average overnight person spending dropped from $147 to $137, 

and the spending per night also decreased from $65 to $55.  With itemized visitor spending it was 

consistently food & beverage that experienced the most sales, followed by transportation and 

accommodation.  Over the years spending on retail fluctuated and decreased by almost a third from 

2012 to 2016, while spending on recreation/entertainment doubled over the same period. 

Understanding the visitor trends provides insights into opportunities and challenges for sustaining and 

growing tourism in the region.  As the Ministry continues to provide visitation reporting Hastings can 

reference the shift in demographics and behaviours of the visitors, and gather evidence of the impact of 

marketing efforts made, even if the statistics are older. 
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2.2 Wildly Authentic - Hastings County Brand 
 

In 2018, Hastings County adopted a new destination brand for visitor attraction – Wildly Authentic 

Hastings.  This new brand celebrates Hastings as Ontario's Wildly Authentic destination that delivers easy 

access to inspiring wilderness experiences, sustainable lifestyles, one-of-a-kind creative activities, and the 

momentum of an opportunity-rich climate for growth.  We are a destination ideal for wanderers, 

explorers, creative trailblazers, and originals of all kinds, who are a looking to connect with our wildly 

original nature, authentic experiences, and inspiring opportunities. 

 

With the new brand, a marketing plan for 2020-2022 was developed to provide strategies on how to 

attract visitors and investment to the region.  For tourism, our content is focused on our people, places, 

experiences, connections and opportunities in their genuine and one-of-a-kind form.  It will highlight our 

outdoor playground that offers incredible opportunities for majestic and unique environmental 

photography, capturing the unique attributes of our place, or present the more familiar environments in 

unfamiliar ways.  

To establish a benchmark for the impact of Hastings County’s marketing strategies and the online 

conversations by visitors and residents, staff have enrolled in a three-year Tourism Sentiment Index (TSI) 

reporting program with DestinationThink.  The TSI Reports provide a comprehensive analysis of what 

people are saying about our destination online and provides insights into destination development that 

can enable us to shape the way people are talking about Hastings moving forward.  This most recent 

report assesses conversation from January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017 and included a comparative 

analysis against Haliburton County, Renfrew County, Bay of Quinte, Northumberland County, and Prince 

Edward County.   

Our tourism sentiment score - an aggregate score focusing solely on online conversations that reference 

or affect a potential traveler’s perceptions of the destination’s tourism offering – was overall 33, where 

34% of all conversations online were identified as destination promoters or roughly 2,000+ online 

conversations annually. The top drivers for tourism assets that generated positive perceptions included 

outdoor experiences (I.e. hiking/rock climbing, camping, fishing, nature photography) and 

motorsports/spectator sports.  In addition, relaxation + wellness (61) and culture + history (62) were 

tourism sectors that had high tourism sentiment scores, followed by destination services (47) and 

outdoor activities (45). 

For outdoor activities, Hastings had a higher sentiment score against the comparative median.  Camping 

(59), wildlife viewing (73), and hiking + rock climbing (66) all scored significantly high, with paddle sports 

(70), nature photography (67), and fishing (63) also scoring higher than the median.  Motorsports + 

motor cycles and snowmobiling also scored high for volume in relation to the comparative median. 
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Overall, while outdoor activities scored high for Hastings the score of 44 was below the comparative 

median of 46, as well as the volume of conversations, it offers an opportunity to surpass the medians for 

both sentiment and volume as a marketing goal/objective. 

 

2.3 Meet Connected Explorer Conrad 
In the Marketing Plan 2020-2022, three personas are outlined for targeting attraction to the region, for 

both investment and visitation, based on the new brand for Hastings.  The one persona that is specific to 

tourism is Connected Explorer Conrad.  Travellers like Conrad are aged 25-34, working junior level 

positions in new industries (such as a Junior Engineer at a Technology Firm), and make $40K-$80K per 

year gross. They prefer to communicate using social media, particularly Instagram. 

For Conrad, achieving a work/life balance is important. He strives to break away from the office and the 

indoors to explore the wilderness and be physical (the complete opposite of their work life).  He’s 

always looking for ways to get out of the grind, free his mind and lift his spirits by exploring, camping 

and adventuring.  His travel style is going with a group of buddies for at least four days straight to a 

remote spot ideal for outdoor adventure.  Preferred destinations are within driving distance (i.e. from 

the GTA no more than 3-3.5 hours) to save on time and money, and are destinations that offer all 

experiences year-round. 

When it comes to vacation Conrad doesn’t get much time off (i.e. 10 days), so he really wants to make 

the most of it. He also wants to escape the concrete jungle and get outdoors, yearning for no boundary 

experiences, trying new things and discovering adventure.  In addition, he wants to know everything 

about the location he’s travelling to so he can plan, but also wants to stumble upon gems he didn’t 

expect, such as hidden waterfalls, roadside eats, and wildlife. 

For trip planning Conrad wants all the information at his fingertips in order to make decisions. He needs 

to know the location, travel distance, attractions, amenities, and all available on his phone; access to 

apps like Google Maps, Airbnb, Instagram, are essential.  He is interested in finding one place that lays 

out where to book places to stay, how much it is and if there is a spot to charge phones, tap into wifi, 

etc.  Conrad wants to have easy access to prices of places to stay and are reasonable.  He also wants to 

make sure that the wilderness he’ll be exploring will be worthy of his time off, thus needs to see other 

travellers experiences and photos to decide.   

For Conrad having access to mobile networks is critical for his trip and having cell phone coverage is a 

must in order to get around and to find the next attraction or stop.  While on vacation, he’ll also want to 

know the best insta-worthy spots to explore that Canadian wilderness and get photos to prove it.  

Having a list with pictures of the spots that create the greatest social media content is helpful for Conrad 

to make choices on where to go, and also having a curated list of amazing eateries along the way to 

these spots so it’s easy for him to plan each day. 
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2.4 The Shift from Marketing to Management for DMOs 
Globally, tourism continues to thrive to a level that cities are beginning to push back. In 2018, more than 

1.3 billion people traveled the globe, and surging numbers of visitors to cities like Barcelona, Venice and 

Amsterdam have brought on unprecedented tourism backlash by locals and a “tourism phobia” in 

Europe.  The impact of over-tourism on communities, such as rising housing costs, overcrowding, and 

environmental degradation, has destination marketing organizations rethinking their role as marketing 

leaders, but rather migrating to a destination management role instead.  Destination management 

includes the planning, development and marketing of a destination, as well as how it is managed 

physically, financially and operationally.   

As a result of the changing roles, consideration for quality visitors over quantity of visitors becomes the 

priority.  This means measuring success by the impact of the visitor rather than growth in the number of 

visitors and their overall spending.  

“We realized over time that the true metric for tourism is the economic and social impact on the 

community.” – Fred Dixon, NYC & Company, quoted the World Travel & Tourism Council Global Summit 

in 2018.1 

To better understand the role of destination management in a community, it is important to develop a 
Destination Development Plan (DDP).  A DDP is a process that involves leading, influencing and 
coordinating the management of all aspects of a destination that contribute to a visitor’s experience, 
taking into account the collective needs of visitors, local residents, businesses and the environment.2  

A Destination Development Plan should address fundamental elements of destination management, 
including: 

• Tourism performance and impacts 

• Working structures and communication 

• Overall appeal and appearance, access, infrastructure and visitor services 

• Destination image, branding and promotion (marketing) 

• Product mix – development needs and opportunities 

Typically, a DDP would set a strategic direction for the destination over a period of up to 5 years, contain 

prioritized actions within an annual review program and identify stakeholders responsible for their 

delivery. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
1 “From Marketing to Managing – The Evolving Role of DMOs” by Johanna Jainchill (2019). Travel Weekly 
2 Hastings County Tourism Master Plan Review (2016) 
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2.5 Understanding the Travel Planning Journey  

Every day people continue to enjoy travelling, and make it a priority when deciding how to spend 

discretionary income – nearly 60% of leisure travelers in 2015 said that a trip was the largest 

discretionary purchase.3  For such a purchase, people are investing the time to research and gather as 

much information about where and what they want to experience. Travelers are increasingly referring 

to their mobile device to find information and are not only spending less time in a session but are 

making informed decisions faster than ever before. 

 

Figure 1Travel moments that matter (Think with Google, 2016). 

This journey that a traveler goes through when planning a trip can be defined through micro-moments 

(see Figure 1). There are four micro-moments that map out the stages of the travel decision-making 

process and offer opportunities for destinations and operators to connect with the traveler. 

Dreaming moments “I-want-to-get-away moments” – are when people are thinking about where they 

want to go, exploring destination options and looking for inspiration.  

Planning moments “time-to-make-a-plan moments” – begin to happen once a person has chosen a 

destination and are starting to finalize the details, such as dates, transportation and accommodations.  

Booking moments “let’s-book-it moments” – start once the research is finished and people are ready to 

make the purchase, such as reserving a room and booking a flight. 

 
3 How Micro-Moments Are Reshaping the Travel Customer Journey by Think with Google (2016). 
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Experiencing moments “can’t-wait-to-explore moments” – take place when the trip is underway and 

travelers are living the trip they have dreamt about, spent time planning, and are sharing their 

experience with others. 

Understanding each of these micro-moments and how a traveler moves through each, can allow DMOs 

and operators to know where and when they can interact and help the traveler make decisions along 

their trip planning journey.  With access to a wealth of information online, 72% of travelers with 

smartphones agree that when they are searching on their smartphones, they look for the most relevant 

information rather than the travel company it is coming from. 3  That means that travelers have less 

loyalty to a brand when it comes to meeting their need for getting specific information. In addition, 

travelers are being influenced by their online interactions when it comes to dreaming up their next trip.  

This is an important moment for destination marketing organizations and operators to be showing up in 

the searches that people are doing, especially when on their mobile devices - 60% of searches for 

destination information come from mobile devices.4  Providing video content also increases chances of 

being seen by travelers, as 3 in 5 who view online video are using it to narrow down their destination 

and activity choices. 

Once a destination or experience has been chosen it then comes time to start planning the trip, and 

travelers are particularly interested in pricing, reviews/availability for accommodations, travel 

scheduling and activities/things to do.  A traveler’s online interactions can greatly influence their 

planning moments, and this is a crucial time to be present in online search results for a destination.  

Many will find the businesses that they ultimately will book with during this phase.  

For planning moments, the trusted information sources that travelers rely on have changed as new 

technologies become available, but one source continues to be the most influential, which is word-of-

mouth – both in-person and via social media (see Figure 2). 

 
4 How Micro-Moments Are Reshaping the Travel Customer Journey by Think with Google (2016). 
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Figure 2: Trust, Use and Importance in Destination Selection. (Destination Analyst, 2016)5 

Over 55% of travelers’ destination choices are greatly influenced by their family and friends. 5  Travelers 

are placing less trust on destination marketing organizations for providing information on the level of 

experience and satisfaction they are going to receive from a trip to a destination or experience with an 

operator.  In addition, when travelers are going to DMOs for information, they are referencing their 

digital assets, such as their website or digital guides, rather than print materials and visitor centres.  The 

more tangible assets are sought after once travelers have made it to the destination and are in the 

Experiencing Moments.   

When travelers are ready to move from planning to booking, often they are switching between their 

devices (smartphone to desktop) to make the final transaction – 94% of leisure travelers switch between 

devices as they book a trip. 6  It is common for a traveler to make their decision on mobile but make the 

booking on another device. This is the result of the limitations that exist for mobile booking sites and 

apps, or lack thereof. This poses a risk for operators as 88% of travelers with smartphones would switch 

to another site or app if one doesn’t satisfy their needs, and 45% would also switch if it takes too many 

 
5 The State of the American Traveler Study, by Destination Analyst (2017). Source: 

www.destinationanalysts.com/the-state-of-the-international-traveler-study/the-state-of-the-american-traveler-

study/.  

6 How Micro-Moments Are Reshaping the Travel Customer Journey by Think with Google (2016). 

http://www.destinationanalysts.com/the-state-of-the-international-traveler-study/the-state-of-the-american-traveler-study/
http://www.destinationanalysts.com/the-state-of-the-international-traveler-study/the-state-of-the-american-traveler-study/
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steps to book or get desired information.6  Offering reliable mobile booking sites will be essential for a 

destination and its operators in order to continue to meet the growing expectations of today’s travelers. 

One trend that has impacted planning moments is how and when travelers book their 

experiences/activities. With increased dependence on mobile devices, travelers are now able to act 

more spontaneous when they travel and are deciding on activities and booking them only after they’ve 

arrived at the destination.  Being able to make these last-minute transactions can be a deciding factor 

on what experiences/activities they participate in and which operators they book with. Furthermore, 

these transactions will also influence their experiencing moments and their level of satisfaction with a 

destination. 

Experiencing moments may be the final phase of the trip planning journey but are also the most 

significant when it comes to sustaining a positive, long-term relationship with a traveler. These moments 

begin as they start looking forward to their trip and increase once they arrive at their destination. It is 

the greatest opportunity operators and destinations have to build awareness of the destination and 

experience/brand, foster word of mouth referral and increase loyalty from these travelers.  

Travelers now expect destinations and operators to readily provide local travel information that will 

enhance their experience and make their trip care-free. Nine out of 10 travelers expect to be provided 

with relevant travel information from their travel provider.6  Addressing this expectation means that 

having such information available online and searchable will be a priority for both destinations and 

operators, and offering a concierge service will move from a value-add to the core concept for visitor 

and hospitality services. 

  

2.6 The Rise of Experiential Tourism 
Traditionally when it came to travel, people were interested in booking places to stay, restaurants to eat 

at and for activities to enjoy, like golfing, shopping, amusement parks, etc. In recent years and as the 

demographics of new travelers change, people are also interested in the overall experience of their trip 

and having a more connected time with the local community.  This “experience economy” moves the 

tourism industry from competing in a commodity or goods/services to delivering other values like 

engagement, personalization, connection and authenticity (see Figure 3). The financial impact of this 

trend continues to also grow, where global spending on the experience economy (primarily driven by 

millennial consumers) is expected to reach $8.2 trillion by 2028. 7  

 
7 IGNITE: Activating the Potential for Experiential Travel in Rural Canada by Todd Lucier of the Tourism Café Canada 
Ltd., Nancy Arsensault, and Lesly Anderson (2019). 
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Figure 3: The experience economy allows an operator to deliver more than commodities and can raise brand value, increase 
price point and create new sales opportunities.7 

“Experiential travel engages visitors in a series of authentic, memorable travel activities, revealed over 

time, that engage the senses, are inherently personal and make connections on a physical, emotional, 

spiritual, intellectual or social level.” - Nancy Arsenault, 20147 

 

2.7 Industry Disruptors in Digital & Sharing Economies 
With the growth in technology, there is an increase in accessibility to the Internet and the expanded 

uses of mobile devices. The role of mobile devices is shifting towards the centre of the digital universe, 

and more people rely on mobile as their sole access to getting online.  The purchasing path has changed 

as more consumers discover, consider and purchase products using their mobile devices. In a survey by 

Kantar, “among US shoppers surveyed, more than 1 in 3 would like to shop on their smartphone more, 

but 1 in 2 say poor navigation or slow load times are a barrier”.8 

  

 
8 20 Shifts for 2020 by Facebook IQ (2017). Source: www.facebook.com/iq/series/2020. 

http://www.facebook.com/iq/series/2020
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The rise of social media and new platforms for consumers to share information, have conversations and 

discover new content has also created a need for multisensory experiences that offer immersive and 

intuitive interactions:   

• People scroll through mobile News Feed 41% faster than desktop News Feed. 

• Nearly 1 in 3 mobile shoppers surveyed in the US say video is the best medium for discovering 

new products. 

• 1 in 5 Facebook videos is now a live broadcast. 

(Statistics provided by Facebook IQ)10 

While digital and technology innovations continue to be a focus of the future, having real conversations 

and interactions between consumers and brands will never be replaced by such innovations, only 

enhanced.  There is a shift in the consumer’s transactional journey towards options that allow for a 

more instant, streamlined process, as consumers of all ages are progressively moving towards self-serve 

options as their preferred point of contact with a brand.9   Understanding this shift means that platforms 

such as Messenger, WhatsApp or chatbots, can enhance a company’s ability to connect with their 

consumers, establish trust and continue build relationships with them.9 A study by Nielsen, found that 

“among people surveyed in 14 markets, 53% say they’re more likely to shop with a business they can 

message”.10  In addition, non-voice channels are increasingly popular for meeting customer service 

needs, particularly with chat options vs. email and social media, and is largely the result of artificial 

intelligence innovations for chat.   

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expected to produce the same level of business and social disruption as the 

internet produced by 2025-2030, as it is forecasted that a collaborative work environment will exist 

where workers have skills augmented by and complementing AI and machinery.9  In addition, consumers 

are demanding greater control of their experience, especially with transactions, and are searching for 

customization and high value proposition options.  It will become increasingly essential to have 

communication channels that anticipate consumer needs, and that we are at the right place, at the right 

time, on the right channel and service a consumer as they expect to be served.  

“As customer expectations continue to grow in the future, demanding nothing but the most authentic 

and personalized interactions – where emotion and empathy will be key values and qualities – 

companies must develop and deploy highly efficient and collaborative models in order to keep pace with 

these expectations” – Karl Brough.   

With greater access to products online and the ability to share information to greater audiences, the 

sharing economy continues to evolve and disrupt more industries, including tourism.  There are 

different kinds of sharing, such as using idle or underused assets (i.e. Airbnb and Uber), crowdfunding 

(i.e. Kickstarter) or knowledge sharing (i.e. TaskRabbit and UpWork) that are facilitated by a variety of 

organizations, like for-profit, non-profit and co-operative. When managed appropriately, the sharing 

economy can offer a wealth of benefits to a community and fill gaps that are costly for rural 

 
9 2020 Trends: A Look to Our Customer Experience Future, by Karl Brough (2018). Source: 

www.sitel.com/blog/2020-trends-look-customer-experience-future.  

10 20 Shifts for 2020 by Facebook IQ (2017). Source: www.facebook.com/iq/series/2020. 

http://www.facebook.com/iq/series/2020
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communities to address, such as public transportation, lack of overnight accommodations, access to 

professional services, and more.  

The sharing economy offers consumers the ability to match the best offer with their needs, giving them 

the power to find all opportunities available with businesses and other consumers. With platforms like 

Airbnb, consumers no longer are restricted to professional tourism services for accommodation, leisure 

and transportation, as well as enhanced security through peer-reviewed systems to know who they are 

transacting with (see Figure 4).  These changes have forced the tourism industry to adapt their strategies 

to the new expectations, changing the way the traditional industry functions.11 

 

Figure 4: Impact of the sharing economy in the different stages of the tourism customer journey.  
(CaixaBank Research, 2018).11 

 

One particular company that has made a significant impact on the tourism industry is Airbnb.  This 

platform is personal, and peer-review based with a global footprint of 150 million travelers served and 3 

million hosts registered – the fastest growing online platform for booking accommodations.  In 2016, 

60% of Airbnb users were millennials, however, the fastest growing segment of hosts is seniors.12  

Airbnb is not only changing the way travelers book their accommodations but have also made an impact 

 
11 The Sharing Economy and Tourism by CaixaBank Research (2018). Source: 
www.caixabankresearch.com/en/sharing-economy-and-tourism 
12 IGNITE: Activating the Potential for Experiential Travel in Rural Canada by Todd Lucier of the Tourism Café 
Canada Ltd., Nancy Arsensault, and Lesly Anderson (2019). 
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on how they book experiences while they travel.  In 2018, Airbnb Experiences was launched, and had 

about 500 experiences listed; now they have over 30,000 Experiences offered globally.  13 

One of the greatest benefits for operators to list their experience on Airbnb is that the platform makes it 

easy and quick to design and distribute the experience to the travel audience already exposed to Airbnb 

without having to invest in new technology. For travelers, the appeal of Airbnb experiences is that they 

immerse travelers into local communities through one-of-a-kind activities that are led by local experts.  

These experiences are also tailored for small groups and authentic activities that involve locals directly, 

who share their insider knowledge and behind-the-scenes access to the people, places and activities 

that travelers wouldn’t be able to find on their own.  Continuing to monitor such sharing economy 

businesses and educating the local tourism industry on the new opportunities available, will ensure that 

communities are delivering on the expectation of the travelers visiting. 

  

 
13 IGNITE: Activating the Potential for Experiential Travel in Rural Canada by Todd Lucier of the Tourism Café 
Canada Ltd., Nancy Arsensault, and Lesly Anderson (2019). 
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3.0 Community & Industry Consultation 
To understand the past and current goals of tourism development in Hastings County, a complete 

review of both past tourism related documents and the current research and stakeholder consultations 

was undertaken, and a summary of the findings are provided in this section. 

 

3.1 Premier Ranked Tourist Destination Report, 2010  
In 2010, Hastings County participated in the Premier-Ranked Tourist Destination process, as developed 

by the Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, to assist in identifying our unique selling 

propositions, as well as identifying our current and developing tourism assets. This report was adopted 

as the Hastings County Tourism Master Plan and identified core attractors as: 

1) Outdoor Experiences 

2) Rocks & Minerals 

3) Arts, Culture & Heritage 

4) Picturesque Villages 

5) Wellness 

It further identified supporting attractors as motorsports, agri-tourism and culinary tourism. The report 

identified eight recommendations, and each contained several components.   

From 2011 to 2015, status reviews were completed to monitor the progress of the Action Plan. Over the 

years the reviews found that while considerable progress had been made, changes in the tourism 

landscape meant that more would be needed to advance tourism goals in Hastings County. 

 

3.2 Hastings County Tourism Master Plan Review, 2016 
In 2016, the Tourism Master Plan was reviewed and included four stakeholder sessions involving a total 

of 45 participants. Each group was asked the same questions with the following results: 

Questions Responses 

1 
How do you envision 

tourism in Hastings 
County to look in five 

years? 

Thriving US visitor market; increase in stay-cations; reconnect with nature and 
outdoors; increased cross promotion; increased awareness of HC; increased appeal 
similar to Prince Edward County (PEC); increased marketing; grow HC brand; 
increase in knowledge for tourism operators; greater cooperation amongst 
partners; one identity (brand); increase in operator pride; coordination of 
arts/culture; one anchor attraction; regional/themes established; shared funding; 
transportation from urban to rural; tours; stronger amenities and infrastructure; 
stronger agriculture assets; more tourism investment; better broadband; identified 
brand/identity; stronger Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs); cohesive 
North/South strategy; pride of place; local buy in; market ready assets; developed 
experiences; 
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2  
What do you think is 

the #1 reason visitors 
come to Hastings 

County? 

Visiting friends and family; events; affordability; year round recreation; trails; 
retirement; good winter weather; wellness; clean environment; sports tourism 
(golf); history and heritage; cottages and seasonal residents; escape city; get 
outdoors; genealogy; rural appeal; niche retail; friendly; water based activities; four 
season tourism market; small town appeal; rural experience; authentic hospitality; 
rock hounding; transient travellers; 

3 
Who is your ideal 
visitor and why? 

Eco-tourists; those who are respectful of the environment; connected and will 
spread the word; on road tourists (RV, motorcycle, cyclists); disposable income; age 
30 – 50; potential for future resident; like to establish traditions; fishing; looking for 
what we have to offer; families – traditions and memories; repeat visitor; sports 
lover; likes nature; 55+; Connected Explorers; new Canadians; Double Income No 
Kids (DINKS); sense of adventure; multi-generational; 

4 
What is it about this 

region that appeals to 
visitors? 

Arts; community feel; niche shopping; quiet – no congestion; parking availability; 
events; trails and lakes; well-maintained communities and amenities; location 
between cities and on 401; friendly; outdoors; affordable; small town feel; mix of 
urban and rural; history; agri-tourism; escape city; wanting to disconnect; 
authentic; unique experiences; day trip appeal; 

5 
How can their 
experience be 

enhanced? 

Improve business mix; enhance accessibility; story telling; product database and 
identify gaps; communication; ambassadors; information portals; Visitor 
Information Centres (VICs); community based way to promote local hot spots; 
identify core experiences and coordination; product development; education of 
operators; support services; market honestly; provide basic needs washrooms, 
accessibility, etc.; good customer service; cross promotion; local knowledge; 
consistent business hours; strong content; booking platforms; post-trip outreach to 
visitors; upgrade offerings; improved broadband connectivity; provide new 
experiences – surprise visitors; available regional information – county wide; 

6  
What role do you see 

Hastings County 
playing to grow 

tourism? 

Identify roles; develop a marketing and product development plan; ensure 
representation with DMOs; ensure all communities are represented via DMOs; 
bring people together; regional training, vs each municipality; increase awareness 
of what is happening across region; help establish the ‘feel’ of the region; research; 
guidance for lower tiers; funding; develop the ‘county’s story’; develop mission and 
vision; development of a tracking tool; connect cultural plan/portal with tourism 
efforts; educate and build awareness of importance of tourism; develop 
performance measures; arbitrate red tape issues; 
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Based on the input from stakeholders and an assessment of competitors, the Review identified the 
following SWOT analysis for Hastings County:  

 
 

The following recommendations for new strategies to foster tourism growth and regional collaboration 

were presented under five key themes for Hastings County: 

1. Product Development 

2. Marketing 

3. Industry & Workforce Development 

4. Investment Attraction 

5. Communication, Organization and Administration  

 

3.3 Hastings County Economic Development Mandate and Operations Review, 2016 
In 2016, the Economic & Tourism Development Department was reviewed and a new mandate for 

operational services was adopted by County Council in January 2017.  

Through the review process, findings reinforced that tourism is an important sector for the County to 

continue to focus on: 

• Hastings has many core attractors to build on –outdoor recreation, lakes and fishing, minerals 

and rocks, motorcycle tourism, first nations, arts and culture, wellness, agri-culinary tourism, 

antiques etc.;  

• Tourism is relevant to all parts of the County; 

• Opportunity exists to build on base of special festivals and events;  
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• Opportunity exists to develop significant and distinctive year-round attractions (earth sciences 

centre, pump storage project); and  

• Supports marketing of the County as a place to live. 

And in order for growth and operations to be effective, the County needs to: 

• Have a strategic and integrated approach -too many organizations and jurisdictions involved at 

present; 

• Develop a clear and customer focused brand that stands out and is relevant to the different 

regions and target markets across the County; 

• Develop and focus on distinctive experiences and clear target markets; 

• Engage and support industry, municipalities and partner organizations effectively; and 

• Implement a sustained marketing effort over time that makes best use of available resources 

Based on these recommendations, the new service mandate for tourism development services includes: 

1. Product development 

a. Collaborating with member municipalities, industry and government partners to 

improve identified underdeveloped and underperforming tourism assets 

b. Assisting in the development of distinctive tourism experiences aimed for identified 

target markets 

2. Destination marketing 

a. Developing and implementing an effective brand strategy  

b. Developing and implementing a strategy for marketing the County as a tourism 

destination 

3. Tourism sector/industry development 

a. Increasing the profile and connectedness of the tourism industry 

b. Providing funding and initiative specific staff assistance to tourism industry 

development efforts  

4. Strategies, partnerships and network development 

a. Facilitating the creation of overall tourism development strategies  

b. Supporting County advocacy initiatives on key tourism development issues 

c. Serving as a hub for information, research, analysis and communication related to 

tourism 

d. Serving as a coordinating and connecting window to facilitate access to and leverage the 

contributions of a wide range of partners and supports 

e. Encouraging and facilitating local tourism development efforts by member 

municipalities 
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3.4 First Impressions Community Exchange - Simcoe County 2019 
In the fall of 2018, Hastings County and Simcoe County partnered to conduct First Impression 

Community Exchanges (FICE) in each County.  The a key finding by the participants from Simcoe County 

was that Hastings lacked a sense of self, but it could be branded and promoted as a prime destination 

for outdoor activities and small town enthusiasts.   

A number of opportunities were identified through FICE that would support and/or enhance the tourism 

sector, which included: 

• Develop outdoor recreation /ecotourism opportunities such as: rock climbing, enhanced trail 

system and promotional material, Dark Sky preserve, night and outdoor photography, landscape 

painting, and water sport rentals)  

• Agritourism: develop on-farm experiences, encourage local food related events, and promote 

purveyors of local food  

• Madoc main street - Enhance presence of public art and link to mining heritage 

• Promote Maynooth as an art hub 

• Develop suggested itineraries for different types of visitors (i.e. family, couples, outdoor 

adventurer, ladies’ getaway, guys’ weekend, artisans, holiday shoppers). 

The five greatest challenges highlighted by participants for Hastings County’s tourism sector were: 

1. Lack of regional marketing   

2. Lack of Local knowledge–operators don’t know where to send visitors 

3. Distance between attractions 

4. Limited operating hours –closed early evening and during “off-season” 

5. Downtowns would benefit from enhancement and investment attraction 

Recommendations presented by the participants from Simcoe County included: 

• Make visithastings.ca the hub of all information; 

o Include a “where to stay” section to highlight accommodation options; 

o Create printable itineraries based on the blog stories by Local Wanderers 

• Provide Tourism 101 training for operators and support/develop events that promote local food; 

• Establish the brand for Hastings County; 

o Develop entrance signage for the County as well as the towns that speak to the brand; 

• Enhance the signage within the towns for directional and information purposes, and increase 

the amount of wayfinding signage in the main towns;  

• Fill vacant buildings with window signage to feature upcoming events, historic pictures, locally 

available real estate, or even “your business here”; 

• Celebrate that the towns are not overrun by big box stores through place-making activities, such 

as encourage pop-up shops, public art displays, performances and events; 

• Develop a trail guide book to highlight the entertainment and recreation offerings available; 

• Promote community events to a wider audience as an opportunity to discover “hidden gems”; 

o Promote events by developing their online presence; and 

• Host FAM tours for operators so that they can learn about what other people offer in the region. 
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3.5 Municipal Interviews 2019 
In early 2019, all 14 municipalities were interviewed to understand their economic development 

priorities and goals.  The purpose of the interviews was to help create a new relevant and inclusive 

economic development strategy that recognized the unique resources, economic drivers, populations 

and challenges in each of the communities.   

The prime objective for economic development in each municipality was identified as follows: 

• Population growth – 5/14 

• Increase tax base – 4/14 

• Attract more service businesses – 2/14 

• Create jobs – 2/14 

• All of the above – 1/14 

When asked, “how do you view tourism as an economic driver – how would you enhance tourism?”, the 

responses were: 

• Bancroft, Carlow Mayo, Hastings Highlands, Limerick, Tudor and Cashel and Wollaston all 

indicated Tourism is a major driver.   

• Faraday, Marmora and Lake, Tweed (and somewhat Centre Hastings) identified seasonal 

residents as a major economic driver. 

• Deseronto, Stirling-Rawdon, and Tyendinaga saw themselves as more “day-trip” destinations. 

• Madoc Township did not see Tourism as a major economic driver. 

*Barriers to tourism development identified by municipalities were: lack of roofed accommodations, 

products to encourage an extended stay as well as major attractions (e.g. zip lines, water parks etc.). 

Between the 14 municipalities, it was identified that the County should facilitate investment attraction, 

and that the following areas be the focus for such attraction:  

• Developers – for Residential housing 

• Developers – for commercial tourism products, accommodations and Long-term care facility 

• Residents – “I Left The City” and convert seasonal to permanent 

• Tourists – All season (need more in shoulder and off-season) 

• Light industrial – Tweed, Tyendinaga, Marmora (dry), Hastings Highlands (Y Road), Madoc 

Township (Bonjour Blvd) 
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3.6 Business Survey 2019 
A business survey focused on workforce development and skills training was conducted in the summer 

of 2019, where 89 business owners participated in a survey conducted by consultants MDB Insight.  Key 

findings included: 

• 1 in 3 businesses have had their employee base increase over the past three years. 

• 1 in 5 businesses anticipate an increase in their employee base in the next 12 months. 

• 90% of businesses have high new employee retention success. 

o Only 1 in 10 businesses have difficulty with retention, mostly due to transportation and 

the seasonality of the work. 

• 57% of businesses are dissatisfied with the availability of qualified workers. 

o Two out of three businesses have difficulty when hiring due mostly to lack of qualified 

applicants (relevant experience or appropriate skills/training). 

o Majority of businesses rely on referrals and personal network for recruitment of new 

employees, while less than half of businesses surveyed rely on employment centres and 

social media for recruitment. 

 

3.7 Economic & Tourism Development Advisory Committee, Working Group 2019 
From the Economic & Tourism Development Advisory Committee, a group of committee members who 

represent the tourism industry or have a background in tourism were consulted on the vision for 

tourism in Hastings County.  The group was asked four questions and their answers were as follows: 

Questions Responses 

In 10 years from now, how 
would you like to see 

tourism in Hastings County? 

More roadway signage and billboards welcoming visitors; growth 
in artisanal beverage manufacturing (i.e. wineries, craft breweries) 
in the region; active investment attraction; growth in investment in 
vacant buildings in downtowns; strong brand presence at trade 
shows outside the region with a “start a business package” here; 
more regularly open week-long restaurants, particularly in the high 
season; offer well-managed visitor information centres that cover 
the region; offer all kinds of experiences; integration with all the 
historical elements in our communities (i.e. mining history, 
forestry); deliver local information to visitors digitally for 
distribution (i.e. digital VICs); municipal campgrounds year-round 
with experiences on-site (i.e. yurts, campsites, cabins to rent), as 
well as offer staging and facilities; events are integrated within the 
community and the theme shared between communities; focus on 
what is important to visitors rather than on the 
operator/community when it comes to building experiences; more 
collaboration with the indigenous communities; meeting different 
accessibility needs; creation of clusters or hubs of similar assets 
within the 14 municipalities. 
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Complete this sentence: 
“Hastings County is wildly 
authentic, come to/for …” 

Be outdoors – four-season experiences that appeal to the whole 
family; wellness; active lifestyles; arts and culture; hear our local 
stories. 
 
*Uncertainty around the strength of agri-tourism and recreational 
geology as primary assets to be of focus. 

What are the tourism 
trends that you are aware 
of and/or experiencing in 

your work/business? 

Interest in green tourism; increase in stay-cationing with locals 
across the region; decrease in RV/trailer/camping availability in 
Hastings County; shift in week-long vs. long weekend vacationing 
as preference among visitors. 

What are the top three 
recommendations you 

would make for supporting 
tourism development? 

1) Have the necessary resources to facilitate and generate 
growth - can’t do tourism on a shoestring budget. 

2) Overcome the greatest challenge of a lack of brand awareness 
for Hastings County. 

3) Provide guidance and support on experiential development 
and opportunities to create new offerings. 
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4.0 Looking to the Future  

4.1 Emerging Themes and Priorities for Tourism Development 
Understanding the current and future industry and consumer trends for tourism in Hastings County, 

along with local stakeholder input on how tourism can grow regionally, there are emerging themes and 

priorities that have become present, and include: 

• There has been a shift in the demographics of our ideal visitor. Visitation demographics have changed 

throughout 2012 to 2016, where the average age of a visitor increased from 45 to 50 years, the 

number of visitors coming to our communities had grown even if the overall visitation number had 

decreased, and the number of same-day visitors continuously grew. These trends indicate there are 

opportunities to increase overnight visitation and supports our new travel persona as an ideal visitor 

to attract in order to sustain positive growth in visitation numbers. 

• Spending by visitors can be increased. Historical data indicates an increase in same-day visitor 

spending from $60-$70 per day, while overnight visitor spending decreased from $147 to $137 over 

five years.  There is opportunity to increase the spending by both visitors by offering more options to 

extend their stay and the promotion of businesses over public experiences. 

• Hastings County is an outdoor destination. Both research on historical visitation data, new tourism 

sentiment scoring and ongoing stakeholder insights, supports that Hastings offers a diverse outdoor 

experience and has great potential to expand itself as a premier outdoor destination.  With the new 

brand, Wildly Authentic, Hastings can further establish its outdoor appeal through storytelling and 

the development of more outdoor experiences.   

• Our traveler persona, Connected Explorer Conrad, attracts a new market to the region, but the region 

will need to be prepared to meet visitor expectations.  Targeting this traveler will require education 

and training for operators to ensure they can provide the services, products and experiences that the 

visitors expect to receive during their trip (i.e. online presence and digital assets, creation of content 

and storytelling, access to specific amenities such as free wifi). 

• The industry and communities need to be ready to adapt.  Understanding the consumer behaviour in 

the Travel Planning Journey as well as the increase in acceptance of the sharing economies, means 

we need to anticipate where and how they are accessing information about our experiences.  Being 

present digitally now becomes increasingly mandatory for both destinations and operators.   

• One of our greatest ongoing challenges to overcome is Visitor Services. Offering exceptional visitor 

services is important and will need to be addressed regionally as 9 out of 10 travelers expect to be 

provided with relevant travel information from their travel provider.  Both municipalities and 

operators will need to ensure that travel resources are available to visitors and that front-line staff 

are able to assist with trip planning when travelers are visiting their community. 

• Hastings’ municipalities offer a diverse tourism industry.  Each municipality has varying priorities for 

their ideal visitor (same-day vs. overnight visitor), investment opportunities and the theme of their 

experiences.  Identifying the priorities for each municipality will enhance the development of content 

regionally for marketing, as well as ensure targeted development of experiences and assets is taking 

place in the right communities. Secondary tourism assets in Hastings that can support outdoor 

experiences including the arts, agri-tourism, recreational geology, and wellness.   
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4.2 Goals for Growing Tourism in Hastings County 
Based on the emerging themes and priorities for tourism development, the following goals are 

recommended as the guiding statements to drive development in tourism and guide the action of staff 

in the Economic & Tourism Development office at Hastings County: 

1) Position Hastings as a Wildly Authentic Outdoor Destination 

Through tourism we can elevate the Hastings brand by positioning our region as an outdoor haven, ideal 

for low-impact activities, and embrace the rural, authenticity of its offerings (i.e. slower pace, small 

town charm, off-the-grid escapes). 

Strategy Benchmark Metrics 

Facilitate the development of offerings specific 
to the core asset (the outdoors) as a priority, 
followed by the secondary and niche assets. 

• Number of meetings with outdoor specific 
operators 

• Increase sentiment score by 1 for outdoor 
activities from 45 to 46 

Creation of content that targets traveler 
persona and supports tourism assets. 

• Number of stories specific to outdoor 
experiences on Hastings.ca; minimum of four 

• Number of writers, travel trade FAM tours and 
influencers who cover outdoor experiences 

Form marketing partnerships that align with 
brand and core asset. 

• Number of marketing partnerships to promote 
outdoor experiences; minimum of two 

 

2) Ignite and Support the Local Industry 

By shifting the culture of tourism locally from traditional to visitor-centric we can ensure the industry 

has the ability to meet + exceed the expectations and needs of the Connected Explorer “Conrads”, as 

well as raise the bar on experiences offered regionally. 

Strategy Benchmark Metrics 

Facilitate experiential and digital asset 
development with operators and organizations 
related to tourism 
 

• Ignite program – maximum of 10 operators with 
50% engagement in 2020 new or enhanced 
experiences/activities 

• Number of one-on-one meetings with operators 

• Number of operators who complete the Tourism 
Ready Checklist 

Build awareness and educate operators on the 
visitor economy and the impact on their 
operations (i.e. our target market needs and 
expectations, trip planning behaviour) 

• Increase in number of subscribers to our industry 
newsletter 

• Increase in click-thru rate on industry newsletter 
to educational articles and website content  

Support workforce development and skill 
training opportunities specific to tourism 

• Number of workshops for workforce 
development and skills training hosted or 
facilitated; minimum of three workshops 

• Number of participants at each workshop; 
minimum of five per workshop  
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3) Drive Strategic Investment Attraction and Industry Growth 

By understanding the Hastings’ opportunities and gaps for tourism development, specific targeting for 

investment attraction can be implemented and growth in underperforming industry sectors can be 

supported.   

Strategy Benchmark Metrics 

Identify and support the investment 
opportunities and priorities in each of the 
municipalities 

*Measurements for investment opportunities and 
priorities, and the capacity of the local industry to be 
defined in 2021 

Understand the capacity of the local industry 
(i.e. seasonality, accommodation occupancy) 

Develop the travel trade potential in Hastings 
through partnerships 

• Number of operators participating in the OHTO 
Travel Trade Partnerships (TTP) for 2020/21 
(increase by one operator per year) 

• Number of workshops hosted to educate 
operators on travel trade; a minimum of one per 
year 

• Number of one-on-one meetings with operators 
regarding travel trade 

• Host a minimum of one FAM tour (as a result of 
OHTO TTP) 

 

4) Build Tourism-Ready Communities 

Addressing the needs of the communities while providing the resources necessary for them to be visitor-

ready with tourism-related services and infrastructure, ensures an exceptional visitor experience and 

sustainable tourism offering regionally. 

Strategy Benchmark Metrics  

Support municipalities with the resources for 
fulfilling visitor services needs and place 
branding 
 

• Number of one-on-one meetings with 
municipalities to discuss place branding  

• Number of staff/operators trained in visitor 
service + hospitality training (starting 2021) 

• Number of conferences and workshops attended 
by staff regarding tourism and consumer trends 
that impact the local industry and communities 

Facilitate sustainable tourism development that 
positively impact communities economically, 
socio-culturally and economically 

Monitor industry and consumer trends  

Anticipate disruptors and their impact on 
communities 
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